Class 54: Shell Programming (1)

Held: Tuesday, 10 May 2011

Summary: We end the semester by exploring the shell and shell scripting.

Related Pages:

- EBoard.
- Lab: Marge Coahran and Henry Walker’s Lab on Bash Scripts
- Reading: Bash Scripts (Henry Walker on Bash Scripts).

Notes:

- Please read the notes on exam 3, particularly if you got less than full credit on a problem.
- Remaining grades to be distributed by Wednesday.
- The College continues to suck away my time. I will not be in during the first half of my office hours tomorrow. I have rearranged my schedule so that I should be in the office from about 1:30-3:00 today, in case anyone needs to see me.
- We are done with readings!
- Although the lab ends with “work to turn in”, you do not need to turn anything in.
- CS picnic is Friday at 5 pm.
- EC for Thursday’s Thursday extra on HCI [academic]
- EC for Intro to Acting Presentations, Saturday, 7:30 [peer]
- EC for G-Tones Study break on Saturday [peer]

Overview:

- Lab.